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DON’T FORWARD ‘AS RECEIVED’ IN”WHATSAPP” & TELEGRAM HAS TRULY CHANGED THE 

WAY MOBILE DEVICES HAVE BEEN UTILIZED FOR MISINFORMATION 

     
By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: Never forward ‘as received’ messages whose veracity you aren’t sure of;Reportedly Lynch-mobs debase humanity. The reasons for their actions in the 

recent past have been varied: Suspicion of cow smuggling, thieving, and child trafficking. However, a common thread found in many cases has been the circulation of rumours and fake news that appeal to people’s 

fears and bigotry on messaging platforms, especially WhatsApp. While according to reports rumours leading to lynchings and even riots are not new to India, their frequency is alarming. Digital technologies afford 

us greater ability to communicate and to exercise our freedom of expression more fully than ever before. They also allow the spread of rumours in greater numbers, over greater distances and with greater impunity. 

While child abduction rumours on WhatsApp resulted in a lynching in 2015 too, the past month has seen such rumours spread all over South India, resulting in dozens of lynchings. The difference? Increased use of 

the internet. How can this menace be tackled? First, we have to accept personal responsibility: Never forward ‘as received’ messages whose veracity you aren’t sure of; chastise those who do. This is also backed by 

the law: the IPC, under provisions like Sections 505 and 153A, allows for prosecution of certain categories of harmful rumours and falsehoods.Second, WhatsApp’s moderation-less design encourages rumour-

mongering. WhatsApp implicitly discourages moderation of content in groups (eg., it only has ‘administrators’, not ‘moderators’), unlike, say, Facebook. 

Instant Messenger whatsApp and Telegram are a great way to do business if used properly within legal limits. With Telegram 4.1, we're increasing the maximum size of supergroups to 10,000 members each. That’s 

a lot of people packed into one group, and now users and admins can use search to find specific users among them: Nearly no-cost no-frill .If used smartly it can change the way communication is done in India and 

across the globe .The world is literally running on communication .Be it is job application or a political campaign or anything under the sun communication is pivotal for their success and with gamut of brands 

rapidly using to communicate with their consumers and customers on daily basis .The companies are  providing their what’s App numbers in tier advertisements so that potential customers could enquire about their 

products and services . whatsApp can be used for internal group discussion in the enterprises .The companies can have separate groups for each business units and teachers can have each group for their students 

wherein important information can be shared with everyone.   It is a perfect tool to keep everyone in loop and help each team member by offering information needed. It is interesting to note that while whats app is 

great tool to do business efficiently but Indian companies yet not have embraced it fully .Once they realize the value of of this simple App and it could be next big thing in communication space in the country. 

WhatsApp Marketing is a tool for interaction: WhatsApp should only be used as a tool for quickly interacting with known persons and un-known persons. For instance, if you own a furniture shop, you should use 

our WhatsApp Markeing  to send many pictures of new stock items to existing customers and new customers. Change your display picture to your products: And change your WhatsApp status to either your website 

or an obviously marketing status. For instance: "Get in touch with me in case you're looking to purchase quality furniture".WhatsApp and Telegram  as a tool to organize: Today, WhatsApp marketing is one of the 

best instruments to organize people for a cause or an event. Supporters of the Poltician party utilized WhatsApp marketing brilliantly to organize themselves in different voting constituencies. So the next time you're 

doing an event, do send a welcome massages to everyone with using our WhatsApp .WhatsApp is a cross-platform mobile application that enables message exchanges across different mobility platforms like iPhone, 

BlackBerry, Android, Windows Phone and Nokia. It is not even second but before the traditional text messages, a smart phone user can miss your text message but not your whatsapp marketing message. Whatsapp 

is an application of the next generation as it gives the marketeers not only the ability to send media rich bulk Whatsapp messages to the target clients, however it additionally has helps digital marketing professional 

to reach out to a subscriber base of 900 million client who are on whatsapp.Benefits of WhatsApp Marketing:Now a days WhatsApp is also used as WhatsApp Marketing in US and other country for Promotion of 

Real Estate, Insurance, Institute, Loans, Education etc. This is the latest trend of Marketing in the world for direct marketing or interaction with friends and family, Now in a day many business man deals on 

WhatsApp to view/share Picture. This is the best option for those businessman who using Bulk SMS Services or Voice Call.Benefits of Whatsapp Marketing: You can easily send Text/ Image/ Audio/ Video/ Vcard/ 

Location messages to any part of the world without any additional charges.All tools are very easy to use.You can use your Excel/CSV file format to attach contact list for sending WhatsApp messages and You can 

target your Premium clients. 

Simple. Secure Reliable messaging. With WhatsApp and Telegram , you'll get fast, simple, secure messaging and calling for free*, available on phones all over the world. Data charges may apply.Over a billion people 

use whatsApp now mnay are using Telegram also, and over 42 billion messages are sent everyday. The the end-to-end encrypted freeware platform has been a key player in breaking down boundaries in 

communications and has taken on many forms in its lifetime. One of the things that originally made WhatsApp so different from traditional phone communications was that it utilised the internet to send and receive 

both messages and calls. In the early days of WhatsApp many phone still hinged on the idea of needing minutes or texts to send their communications. WhatsApp and Telegram are negated they, needing only an 

internet connection .The company was purchased by Facebook back in 2014 for approximately $19.3 billion, and has since gone on to experience even more changes. First of all you’re going to need to download the 

app. WhatsApp is currently available on all major devices and is compatible with iOS, Android, Blackberry, Windows, Nokia, and Mac/Desktop, so you should have no trouble finding the software.Once you’ve 

downloaded and installed you’ll have to create your account, which is easy enough to do. Simply open the app, follow the on screen instructions and enter your phone number. Next you’ll soon be sent a verification 

code that should arrive immediately, input this code and you are good to go. Now that you’re on the service you’ll want to get started right away. To do this look through your contacts on the app and it will tell you 

which are using Whatsapp and which are yet to get it. To send a message, select the person you want to speak to and type away, just like you would with a text.You can also use Whatsapp to send videos or images, 

either from your phones internal storage or by capturing new photos or footage via the devices camera. The app can also be used to make calls, to these contacts, just like any phone call.The app requires a connection 

to either 4G or WiFi to be used but doesn’t rely on a standard phone network signal. This also means that if you’re on WiFi then the app won’t eat into your data, texts, or minutes, making it a handy and cost 

effective solution.From the home screen you can also update your about me. Your about me is a small message that will appear on your profile to let your contacts know what you’re up to.  
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Group Chat: Groups to keep in touch :Keep in touch with the groups of people that matter the most, like your family or coworkers. With group chats, you can share messages, photos, and videos with up to 256 

people at once. In Telegram you can create group of 10,000 persons. You can also name your group, mute or customize notifications, and more. Send photos and videos on WhatsApp and Telegram instantly. You can 

even capture the moments that matter to you most with a built-in camera. With WhatsApp, photos and videos send quickly even if you're on a slow connection. Send PDFs, documents, spreadsheets, slideshows and 

more, without the hassle of email or file sharing apps. You can send documents up to 100 MB, so it's easy to get what you need over to who you want. More than 1 billion people in over 180 countries use WhatsApp1 

to stay in touch with friends and family, anytime and anywhere. WhatsApp is free2 and offers simple, secure, reliable messaging and calling, available on phones all over the world. 1 And yes, the name WhatsApp is a 

pun on the phrase What's Up. WhatsApp was founded by Jan Koum and Brian Acton who had previously spent 20 years combined at Yahoo. WhatsApp joined Facebook in 2014, but continues to operate as a 

separate app with a laser focus on building a messaging service that works fast and reliably anywhere in the world. Social Media Marketing :  WhatsApp and Telegram are is really an important part of your online 

social advertising. It is an instant messaging application to communicate with your audience. Social marketers always look for a compelling method to get the attention of their existing customers as well as find new 

customers. This App allows real-time two-way communication with the audience who matters the most to you and your business. The main objective of WhatsApp marketing is to engage your prospective audience. 

WhatsApp is a multi-purpose, user friendly application which helps you to attain your business goals.Politics: Every politician worth his salt needs to jump on the WhatsApp and Telegram Marketing fleeting trend. 

This is because WhatsApp and Telegram Marketing have played an important role in many elections around the world, including in the U.S., Iran, and India. They have additionally served to rally people for a 

cause, and have inspired mass movements and political unrests in many countries. 

Boost Customer Engagement: The Audiences don’t like to see a list of promotional emails in their mobile inbox. But WhatsApp and Telegram are is not only about advertising your products and services. You can do 

much more with WhatsApp such as sending text, images, videos, audio, emoticons, vouchers and GPS location to your audience.WhatsApp also provides audio and video calling features for better communication. It 

is mainly based on one-to-one communication which is the prominent method to make your customers happy, boost awareness and ROI.Boost Business: Many companies are using social media to advertise their 

products, build customer loyalty and many other functions. Interactions and feedback from customers help businesses to understand the market, and fine-tune their products and strategies. Many firms organize 

contests and give away prizes to enthuse consumers to visit their social website page more often. Compared to television advertisements and other expensive forms of marketing, WhatsApp Marketing presence is a 

cheap and effective means to enhance brand image and popularity.Promotion: Businesses are using Whatsapp to spread the word to more users. A couple of months back, ********.com started promotions via 

Whatsapp Marketing, and now they claim to be making 25% of their total sales through the instant messenger. Customers have to mention the product name, their name and address and send a Whatsapp message 

to get their delivery. Adoption of Smartphone’s: There are many impact to the society on WhatsApps and Telegram . The increased adoption of smart phones all over the world, clients look for more advanced 

features and enjoy communicate in fast and convenient way. WhatsApp can make clients get closer regardless of the geographical distance and it plays a key role in enhancing our social network. 

Get more Response from Customers: WhatsApp and Telegram For Customer Communication to Get more Response and Conversions .Here is a deals tip – If you do your followups on WhatsApp and Telegram  

rather than phone calls, you will get 50% more reaction from your customers. Nobody interested in getting a phone calls from unknown numbers but we are more likely to respond to personal messages. When we 

begin utilizing WhatsApp for client communication, we noticed better response and engagement. This additionally gives a chance to be little information. For instance : You have sent a Quote to your potential Client 

yet haven't got notification from him/her, what will you do? You either call him or send followup mail. Rather than doing this, on the off chance that you simply send a short message on WhatsApp getting some 

information about the status, you may get a quick response about the status. Now a days more and more small businesses started working on the whatsapp to get the more response from them. Or else to announce 

new offers or send festival wishes to their clients . Reaching out to your target audience using the power of whatsapp is now possible. There are applications available that puts this power into your hands by giving 

you access to a Control panel that allows you to upload your own list and send your campaigns with detail reports to see the campaign progress in real time view. Bulk WhatsApp Marketing Reaching out to your 

target customers utilizing the power of WhatsApp is presently possible. There are applications accessible that puts this power into your hands by giving you access to a Control panel that allows you to upload your 

own list and send your campaigns with details report to see the campaign progress in real time view. 

Why Choose WhatsApp and Telegram  Marketing:WhatsApp and Telegram are being utilized by various organizations in order to Promote their products and services. Even they interact with their customers. B2C 

organizations can make the best out of this method of marketing. Because people won’t try to answer on Whatsapp instead of asking them on the call. Choose to market your product on WhatsApp for the following 

reasons:Cost Effective : It is one of the most cost effective of all app marketing tools. It is particularly effective for little to medium-sized organizations as it is a perfect alternative to creating an alternative app for 

marketing and them on the call. Quick : WhatsApp is instant texting services and hence the turnaround time in this is much faster than any other marketing technique. While email is a great tool to promote and talk 

about your business, it surely doesn’t bring in immediate results as compared to WhatsApp. You don’t have to spend too much time creating content too.Wider Reach: One of the best components that makes 

WhatsApp marketing all the more important now is the client base. It gives the path to a wide audience immediately. Almost everybody nowadays are on WhatsApp and you access them through the application. You 

can contact your clients, you simply need their numbers and you will have the able to WhatsApp and Telegram them. 

          

 

          

 

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years 

in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help 

you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 


